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SIM Dojo Overview
What is SIM Dojo?

Seamlessly integrated into our suite of eProcurement solutions, SIM Dojo is designed to
support fast-paced and effective supplier onboarding.

SIM Dojo allows you to customise your onboarding processes to ensure that all
team-members receive all necessary information from vendors, as well as having total
visibility and auditability of their onboarding status.

Due to the flexible nature of SIM Dojo, it can be used to manage almost any onboarding
process, ranging from the very simple to that of a global organisation with regional
variations.

This guide has been created to demonstrate all of the SIM Dojo capabilities. For many
companies, not all elements will be necessary and there is no point in complicating your
process for the sake of it! Throughout we’ve marked the sections as ‘Optional’ and
‘Required’ to make it easy to spot which sections can be skipped. The below diagram shows
the SIM Dojo workflow at its most complex.

Figure 1.1 - The SIM Dojo onboarding process
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SIM Dojo Supplier Statuses

The below process flow demonstrates how SIM Dojo can be used at its most complex. This
shows the different stages that suppliers will go through, depending on how the event is set
up, and provides the ‘status’ that the supplier will be in at each stage. Please see our
Supplier Statuses Guide for more information on managing suppliers after your account has
been configured.
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Mapping out your Process

SIM Dojo is designed to help you take your current onboarding process and make it quicker
and more versatile by transferring it into our simple online format. Before jumping straight
into getting your account set up, we strongly recommend that you take the time to fully map
out your existing process to ensure you understand not only how things are currently
managed but also why, which should help you identify any areas that you might want to take
the opportunity to improve. An example of this would be to review the questions you ask of
your suppliers and whether they align with your organisation's metrics, e.g. on supplier
diversity or adherence to new regulations.

Getting Started

To get started, go to ‘Supplier Onboarding’ at the top of your Market Dojo Dashboard and
then click on ‘Get Started’.   Note only Superhosts (Admins) have this ability by default.

Your Event Settings
Event Name and Brief (Required)

The first thing you’ll do when creating your onboarding process in the tool is add the event
name. This will be included in the email header when invitations to onboard are sent out to
your suppliers. It should therefore be clear and succinct, to encourage suppliers to open the
email.

The other key information that will be sent to suppliers is the event brief. This will be
received within the body of the invitation email and is your opportunity to provide suppliers
with information on the process and why it matters.

Both the event name and brief will be consistent across all suppliers completing your
onboarding process and cannot be amended for different regions or divisions. There will be
opportunities to provide varying information to different suppliers later so you should bear
this in mind when creating your brief.

Adding and Naming your Questionnaires (Required)

Each set of questions that you would like to send out to your suppliers can be created as a
separate questionnaire (and each of these can be broken down further into sections which
we will go through in the ‘Creating your Questionnaires’ section).
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On the event settings tab, you can add as many questionnaires as required by ticking the
‘Would you like to add another questionnaire’ box as needed. Each questionnaire must be
given a name e.g. ‘Supplier Registration’, ‘PQQ’ or ‘UK Regional Supplier Onboarding’.

Questionnaires can be scored and/or weighted (again there will be more detail on this in the
next section) if you wish. Weightings can be on a per question, per section or per question
and section basis. Where weighting is included, we recommend only adding this setting
initially if you are positive that your questions are all entirely finalised. Due to the complexity
of moving around weightings, we recommend that this is generally completed as the final
step of creating your questionnaires, in which case you can return to the settings page and
select this later.

An optional deadline can be set to encourage suppliers to complete their submission in a
timely manner, however please note that this is only for guidance and they will not be
prevented from submitting after the deadline.

Figure 2.1 - Adding a questionnaire

Event Owner (Required)

By default the owner of your SIM onboarding event will be the user who creates it (the
Superhost), however this can be amended on the settings page. The owner of your SIM
event will be shown to suppliers and can be set as the email account for suppliers to receive
emails from. On this basis, we’d recommend setting the owner as whoever is likely to be the
main administrator for the platform. Some clients also use generic email addresses for this
purpose, for example “supplier-onboarding@companyname.com”.
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Figure 2.2 - SIM Dojo event owner

Creating your Questionnaires
Getting Started

Each questionnaire that you’ve named in the event settings will be created as a new tab.
There are 3 ways to build a questionnaire:

● Within the application by selecting ‘New Questionnaire’
● Using the ‘Download’ and ‘Upload’ features to create your questions in Excel first
● Using templates to import a previously-saved questionnaire

Figure 3.1 - Creating your questionnaire

A handy trick you can use here is to create your questionnaire as part of a sourcing event in
our free Sandpit first so that you can review things from the supplier’s perspective. Once
you’re happy with the questionnaire, save it as a template and use the template option to
move your questionnaire into SIM Dojo.

Adding your Questions (Required)

When adding your questions directly into the tool, click on “add new question” and write your
question in the first box. If necessary you can add a question description below. Documents
and URLs can be linked to your question description by clicking on the chain icon.

For each question you will be asked to choose from a range of response types: yes/no, pick
from a list, multiple choice, one line text, paragraph text, document upload, table, date or
number. Questions can be made mandatory or optional by either ticking or leaving blank the
‘Mandatory’ box. For important questions where you would like to specifically flag answers
that do not meet your criteria, you can mark specific answers as a ‘Fail’ by updating the
dropdown to ‘Yes’. Failed answers will be clearly marked in the supplier’s submission.
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Figure 3.2 - Adding a question

For questions that you would only like to show if the supplier has responded in a particular
way to a previous question, you can use the ‘Display when’ functionality to make the
question dependent on a previous answer.

Figure 3.3 - Dependent questions

Document Expiry Questions (Optional)

One core benefit of SIM Dojo is that it allows you not only to take a snapshot of your supplier
information at one time, but also to receive updates from your suppliers as things are
updated. One way in which this is done is through the use of expiry dates attached to
‘Document Upload’ questions.
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When adding a document expiry question you will see the option to include an expiry date. If
this box is ticked, then when answering the question, suppliers will be asked not only to
upload a file, but to state an expiry date too. Later, when this date is approaching, they will
be asked to upload a replacement document with a new expiry date. Suppliers will be
regularly notified about expired documents.

Figure 3.4 - Document expiry question

Formatting your Questionnaire (Required)

Additional questions and sections can be added using the relevant buttons. There is no limit
to the number of questions and sections. Use the copy function to copy questions or entire
sections. Both sections and questions can be dragged around the screen to reorder them.

Figure 3.5 - New questions and sections

To change the name of a section or add a section description, click on ‘Edit Section
Attributes’.

Figure 3.6 - Edit section name & description

Introduction text can be added at the start of your questionnaire by clicking on the
‘Description’ button. Here you can add additional information about the questionnaire itself or
include information that you chose to keep out of the event brief.
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Figure 3.7 - Edit questionnaire description

Scored Questions (Optional)

Where your questionnaire is scored, you will have the option to apply a maximum score to
each question. If scoring is applied, you can also provide details on the scoring criteria to be
shown internally. Questions with definitive answers (e.g. yes / no) can be automatically
scored by the tool, whereas free-text and document upload responses must be scored
manually.

Figure 3.8 - Scored questions
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Adding Scorers (Optional)

Additional scorers can be added by clicking on the ‘Edit Scorers’ button at the top of the
page. If you do not see this option, please contact our support team, as this is a premium
feature. Each scorer or scorer group can be set to score either all sections or just specific
sections so that teams only review questions relevant to them.

Figure 3.9 - Adding scorers

Questionnaire Weightings (Optional)

Our weighting functionality allows you to assign varying levels of importance to different
parts of a questionnaire. Questionnaires can be weighted by question, by section or by both.
Weightings can be applied to any scored question or any section which includes scored
questions. Please note that it is important that your total weightings all add up to 100% (both
per section and overall) as you won’t be able to put your onboarding event live until they do.

Figure 3.10 - Assigning a weighting to a question

Auto Selection Conditions (Optional)

Please see the ‘Tagging and Automation’ section for details on how to set up automatic
questionnaire selection when inviting suppliers to onboard.

Reporting Considerations (Optional)

Market Dojo has an open API which means that your SIM Dojo data can be easily exported
and manipulated in an external reporting tool, such as Power BI. In order to ensure your data
is in the best format for reporting, we recommend that wherever possible question responses
are set as “yes/no”, “multiple choice” or “pick one from a list”. As table questions are much
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more difficult to report on, we recommend avoiding their use for key questions where you are
likely to wish to analyse the results.

Approval Sets
What are Approval Sets? (Optional)

One of the benefits of SIM Dojo is that it allows you to automate your supplier approval
process, with each supplier being approved by the relevant team(s) / individual(s). To ensure
that suppliers are taken through the right approval steps, we have included our ‘approval
sets’ feature. Here you can create as many approval sets as are necessary in order to allow
each type of supplier to be taken through the relevant approval process. For example you
may have a specific approval process for IT-related suppliers that involves the IT
department, in which case you can create an “IT-related” approval process in the tool.
However please note that only one approval process can be allocated to a supplier, so each
approval process should contain all the approval steps required from start to finish.

Host Groups (Required)

SIM Dojo approvals can be assigned to a specific group of users, so before setting up the
approvals themselves it is important that you consider the groups of people that will need to
be assigned to each approval. Groups must contain at least one individual, with no
maximum. Useful examples include grouping colleagues from specific departments
(Finance, IT, Legal etc.) or grouping approvers in specific regions (Japan, Australia, etc.).

To set up your groups, go to the ‘Host Groups’ Admin setting, in the top right of your screen.

Figure 4.1 - Managing your host groups
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Creating your Approval Sets (Optional)

Once you’ve set up any necessary groups, you can create your approval sets. To do this, go
to the ‘Approvals’ tab. Click on the “Create new approval set’ button to get started.

Each approval set can be made up of a number of steps and each step can include one or
more approvals. Where there is more than one approval per step, users will be notified
concurrently to complete their approvals. Once a step has been completed, the users(s) at
the next approval step will be notified that it is now their turn to approve. In other words,
steps are sequential, whilst tasks within a step are concurrent.

All approvals must be named and assigned to a group. We recommend that the name used
gives some indication of what is required of the approver e.g. “Buyer to complete first check
of submission”or “Finance to carry out credit check”. At the invitation stage the inviting user
will have the option to select a specific user from each approval group. If a specific person is
nominated, only that person will be notified, although others in the group could step in if they
wish. If nobody is selected then all users in a group will be notified and any of them can take
up the task. To make this nomination mandatory for each supplier approval, tick the
‘individual must be nominated’ box.

Figure 4.2 - Creating an approval set

Escalations (Optional)

We recognise that there are scenarios in which the individual who would generally be able to
approve a supplier may need to confirm with another team or their manager. Our escalations
feature allows the usual approver to escalate to a colleague. For each approval that this may
apply to, the possible individuals that a user may need to escalate to can be added by
clicking on the “Set escalation list” button. This list can be left blank where not relevant.
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Auto Select Conditions (Optional)

For more complex workflows, it is possible to set up automated approval selection. Please
see the Tagging and Automation process below for more information.

Tagging and Automation
Participant Properties (Optional)

‘Participant Properties’ can be used to create a number of categories to which tags are
assigned. Once these have been created, your onboarding workflow can be automated by
using the tags to match your desired process.

To set up your Participant Properties, go to the Admin Settings in the top right of the website,
then go to SIM Settings and scroll down towards the bottom of the page. You can add as
many categories as needed and assign tags as required. The aim here is to consider the
variables that impact which questions and approvals are relevant to a supplier and to create
categories and tags that, once applied to a supplier, will allow the tool to automatically
decide the correct allocation of questionnaires and approvals for a supplier.

For example, it may be that suppliers in different industries will be required to follow different
onboarding processes. Here your category would be ‘Industry’ and the tags would
correspond with your internal category structure such as ‘Consumables’, ‘Cleaning’, ‘IT’.

Another common example is the Health & Safety risk level. Here your category might be
‘Risk Level’ and the tags might be ‘High’, ‘Medium’ and ‘Low’. The process for a ‘High Risk’
supplier might be very different to one that is a ‘Low Risk’.

For tags that must be recorded against a supplier record, the ‘Required’ box should be
ticked. Where it is not, adding tags against a supplier for this category will be optional.

Figure 5.1 - Adding your participant properties
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Automating Questionnaire Selection (Optional)

Once your categories and tags have been set up, you can apply these to your
questionnaires in order to determine which questionnaires a supplier must complete (both at
the invitation stage and if the tags are updated later).

Figure 5.2 - Automating questionnaire selection

To do this, go to the questionnaire you would like to auto-select and click on ‘Auto Selection
Conditions’ at the top of the page. Here you can set the logic to determine which
configuration of tags must be selected in order for the supplier to be required to complete the
questionnaire.

Conditions can be “Both”, “Not Both”, “Either”, or “Neither”. This can be set up very simply,
for example when a questionnaire needs to be shown to all suppliers, or it can be very
specific using multiple criteria to determine when the questionnaire is shown to a supplier.

Figure 5.3 - Automating questionnaire selection
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Automating Approval Set Selection (Optional)

Approval set automation is handled using the same logic as questionnaire selection and is
set up on the Approvals tab.

For help configuring the automation of either your approval sets or questionnaires, please
don’t hesitate to get in contact with our support team.

Custom Fields
What are Custom Fields? (Optional)

Custom fields allow you to attach important information to a supplier’s record. This may be
data required for reporting purposes or just key details that need to be considered when
managing your suppliers. Custom fields can be shown in your Participant Summary page in
order to allow filtering.

Setting up your Custom Fields (Optional)

Each custom field is assigned a type (such as “text”, “numeric” or “date”) and where
necessary, you will be required to add the possible options that should be available (e.g. for
“multiple choice” fields). Fields can be marked as “Required” if they are mandatory. Custom
fields will only be shown as an option to apply to a supplier’s record if they are marked as
“active”. If a field is no longer needed, the “active” box can be unticked to hide it from your
users.

We recognise that some supplier data may be available to you when inviting them to
onboard, whereas other data may be received as part of the process. Tick the ‘Include in
Invite’ box to determine whether or not the custom field data should be input at the invitation
stage, if this is not ticked then it can be added to the supplier record at a later stage.

You can also tick the ‘Show in summary’ box. This will add the custom field data onto the
“Participant Summary”, a key page in SIM Dojo that lists all the suppliers in the process and
how far they have come. Adding the custom field data to this will enable you to filter your
supplier lists by this data, for example by Region, Business Unit or Classification.
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Figure 6.1 - Setting up your custom fields

SIM Host Permissions
SIM Permissions (Required)

We understand that different members of your organisation will need varying levels of
access to your onboarding platform. Your SIM Permissions can be accessed in the Host
Permissions section of your Admin settings. This is available to the Superhost of your
account plus any designated users that you would like to give access to in order to
administer the tool. To update a user’s SIM permissions, click on the pencil icon next to their
name to bring up a pop-up and go to the ‘SIM Permissions’ tab.

Figure 7.1 - Managing a user’s SIM permissions

There are 4 ‘SIM Permissions’ which dictate the level of access the user has to the
configuration of your SIM event and the ability to perform specific actions relating to
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suppliers. The ‘Participant Permissions’ give you control over which suppliers a user can see
and edit.

SIM Event Configuration (Required)

Participants with this ‘Edit’ permission will be able to make changes to the overall SIM event.

This includes:
● Adding / editing questionnaires
● Uploading / removing documents within the wider SIM event
● Editing SIM settings (including custom fields)

Users without this permission will be unable to change the event itself but will be able to view
these details.

Participant Tagging (Required)

Users with this ‘Edit’ permission are able to edit the tags that can be attached to participants.
Users with ‘View’ permission are able to see the available tags in the SIM Settings but not
edit them.

Users without this permission or the SIM configuration permission will not have access to the
SIM settings but will still be able to assign tags to specific suppliers.

Invite SIM Participant (Required)

Users with this ‘Edit’ permission are able to invite and re-invite suppliers.

Users who do not have this permission will not see the “add new participant” button and will
not be able to re-invite suppliers.

SIM Final Decisions (Required)

This ‘Edit’ permission allows users to make the final decision to onboard suppliers on the
Decision tab.

Users without this permission will see the Decision tab (for suppliers they have access to)
but will not be able to click the ‘approve’ / ‘reject’ buttons.
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Participant Permissions (Required)

This permission makes it possible to choose which participants each user is able to view /
edit.

Users can be given access to relevant participants by user-group, e.g. a user could be given
access to view all suppliers invited by the ‘North America’ team.

To give a user the ability to view / edit all suppliers, they will need to have access to
suppliers invited by the ‘Default’ group. Once the SIM event is live, users can set up their
own filtered views in the tool if they only wish to view their own sub-set of suppliers in the
process.

Users who have no participant permissions will not see any suppliers other than those they
have invited themselves.

Scorers and Approvers (Optional)

Scorers and approvers do not need to be given specific permissions. When scorers and
approvers access SIM they will only be able to see suppliers that are relevant to them,
unless they have been given additional permissions. They will only be able to score /
approve, without making any other changes.

Additional SIM Settings
SIM Settings (Required)

In addition to Custom Fields and Tagging, your ‘SIM Settings’ (found in the Admin Settings in
the top right of the website) gives you the opportunity to set a variety of preferences for your
account.

SIM Timescales (Required)

The ‘SIM Timescales’ section of the SIM Settings allows you to choose when and how
frequently your suppliers are notified about expired documents and expired questionnaires,
as well as the timing and frequency of reminders for inactive participants. Here you can also
set the timing for reminder emails to go to both scorers and approvers.
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Figure 8.1 - SIM timescales

Workflow (Required)

Ticking the “Only admins to override workflow” box will mean that standard SIM Dojo users
will not be able to skip any step in the onboarding process. This means that approvals
cannot be made until questionnaires have been scored (if scoring is included) and all
approvals at each step must be made before approvals can be completed in the later steps.
No final onboarding decision can be made until all approvals are finalised. If this setting is
on, only users with the ‘SIM Configuration’ setting will be able to override the agreed
workflow (see section on Host Permissions).

Leaving this box unticked will mean that users are able to skip steps if necessary, but will be
notified that they are doing so to avoid this happening unintentionally.

Document Tab Access (Required)

For many organisations, different suppliers will be required to complete different sets of
questions and in some cases there will be documents relating to your SIM process that do
not need to be made available to all suppliers. In scenarios where there are documents
uploaded to the Documents tab that you only wish to be seen by suppliers completing
particular questionnaires, we have made it possible for you to hide the Documents tab
completely. This will mean that suppliers are only able to view documents that are
specifically linked to any questionnaires that they are required to complete.

Notification Contact (Required)

We appreciate that in different organisations, different individuals within the team can be
involved in managing the onboarding process. To ensure that suppliers are contacted by the
right individuals, we’ve made it possible to select whether system-generated emails are sent
‘from’ the overall owner of your SIM process or the owner of the supplier. Similarly, you can
choose which of these should receive notifications about supplier messages and
submissions.
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As a general rule, if you have one main administrator who manages your onboarding, we
recommend making sure that they are the owner of your onboarding event and that both of
these settings have the ‘SIM Event Owner’ option selected. Where a number of buyers
regionally manage the process for their own suppliers, we recommend selecting ‘Participant
Owner’ for both.

Figure 8.2 - Notification settings

Enforce Participant Languages (Optional)

SIM Dojo supports the creation of templates in multiple languages. The additional language
functionality can be switched on either in the settings or by ticking the ‘Enforce Participant
Languages’ box on the Settings tab during the event creation. For more details on this
please contact our Support Team or your Account Manager.

Figure 8.3 - Multiple language settings
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SIM Dojo Set-up Workflow
The below workflow shows the order in which we recommend setting up your process. As
you can see, many elements are optional and the time it will take to get your account set up
will largely depend on how many of the optional features you choose to use. Throughout the
setup process our team will be on hand to answer questions, or for a day rate we can do the
configuration on your behalf.
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Figure 9.1 - SIM Dojo set-up workflow
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